Abstract. : We present in this paper a new approach to perception: The perception of objects by organisms is the deformation the objects cause to di erentiable manifolds of sensory lters in function space; this deformation is characteristic for the manifold and the object perceived, and thus does depend on the organism and the outside stimulus. This warping by the stimulus can be considered as analogous to the warping caused by a large gravitational body to the four-dimensional spacetime manifold in its neighborhood. After an introduction of the basic approach taken, we give a simple example, some results of simulations, discuss potential extensions to higherorder perception and possible consequences for future research.
Introduction: Perception in the Brain
In a very rough and general way, the study of perception today could be described as the attempt to correlate a speci c input or sets of inputs presented to a brain with the speci c activities resp. behaviour of neurons or groups of neurons, behaviour which can be a statistical change in spiking probability, an oscillatory interaction among several neurons 12], or other. The model we present here is an attempt to tackle the problem from another side: Disregarding the reaction of the individual neuron or group of neurons, we consider instead a whole sensory cortex, represented by a set of perceptive lters, as a manifold in function space, and we observe the deformation to which this manifold in function space is subjected by a speci c outside stimulus.
A Metric for a Sensory System
Let us take any set of perceptual lters. For mathematical convenience, let us assume the set to be elementary and parametrizable: For example the set of ? email: weigl@sophia.inria.fr spatial or spatio-temporal Gabor-functions 10] 2] 3] 6], with diverse parameters, such as scale, orientation, phase, frequency, etc. That set is used to model receptive elds of the neurons of some areas of the visual cortex. Such a set of lters, de ned by n parameters, forms an n-dimensional manifold in function space, for which the parameters form a natural coordinate system. We apply now to each lter a signal A(x), where A(x) represents the value entered on the input dendrite/pathway indexed by x:
f(x; j ) = A(x)g(x; j )
where f(x; j ) is the general expression for the resulting function; g(x; j ), the lter, is parametrized by a parameter vector j ; j = 1; n; the vectors j form then a natural base for local tangent spaces to the manifold. For details, refer to a standard textbook on di erential geometry, or e.g . 7] . We can then de ne an activity metric for that space, via a metric tensor g , analogous to the well-known Fisher Information Metric of the manifold of probabilities, but derived from the activity potential f(x; j ):
A(x) being independent of the lter parameters, and m the number of sensory pathways to the system. Any new input A(x) being presented to the manifold will generate a new value for g , and will thus cause the manifold to warp in a new way, since the Riemannian curvature tensor, expressing that deformation, is a function of g , and thus of both input A(x) and lter family g(x; j ).
An Example
Let us consider the family of gaussian or normal distributions, parametrized by mean and standard deviation :
For a given input A(x), we can then compute g from equ. (2), and, via the classical formulas below 7], the single non-zero term R 1212 of the RiemannChristo el curvature tensor: We write the connection coe cients:
The Riemannian curvature tensor R gives us the coordinate-independent scalar curvature Sc as a function of the single non-zero term R 1212 and g : 
We have simulated such a manifold, computing the curvature tensor via numerical approximation: Fig. 1 top left shows the local scalar curvature Sc of the manifold when only white gaussian background noise of 0.01 standard deviation is present, i.e. A(x) then represents that background activity; any deviation from that background curvature will be activity curvature. The other graphs of g. 1 show what happens once we overlay a gaussian input signal with di erent standard deviations onto the noise: The curvature changes: It can be seen that the change is local in a wider sense, i.e. the curvature decreases in any place where the signal is not orthogonal to the sensory lter.
Where no overlap between input and lter occurs, the curvature is obviously de ned solely by the background noise: Activity curvature zero. Note the steep drop in curvature at the edges of the area of overlap between input and lter. Fig. 2 shows the reaction of the manifold to more complex inputs: Interesting is the fact that the reaction to a rectangle is very similar to the reaction to a gaussian with a speci c standard deviation, namely 0.5 in this case: The present manifold of gaussians would thus not be able to di erentiate between both signals.
A Metric for a Base of Elementary Filters
Any set of elementary parametrizable lters forming a base, for example a Radial Basis Function Network, can be described by a parameter vector, vector which thus describes a manifold of such bases, see e.g. 11]. It is thus possible to extend the paradigm to a manifold of such networks. Yet another conceivable scenario would be the following: A complex input causes several distinct regions of a manifold of elementary lters to warp, the combination of local warpings then being characteristic for the input. Both of these could be conceivable models for the integration of sensory data, higher-order functions, or hierarchies: Detecting correlated warpings, not activities of single neurons or clusters.
Conclusions and Outlook
In the present paper, we display another potential use for di erential geometry beyond the ones by Pellionisz 8] 9], further substantiating his claim that euclidian geometry is insu cient to study the workings of the brain. The present application of di erential geometry contrasts with the ones of Ingarden 4], Amari 1] , et al., to study and exploit natural geometric properties of static manifolds of probability distributions, or Kintzel 5] , who constructs Riemannian Cognitive Spaces.
In what way could the model be exploited by researchers? One way would be to compute the activity curvature from simultaneous recordings, using e.g. retinotopic coordinates as a frame of reference, rendering a characteristic image of the reaction of the system. We surmise that the curvature could also be used to structure strong activity observed in wider areas of the cortex, e.g. by PETmethods. Furthermore, we conjecture that the brain itself uses that curvature to perceive the environment, allowing it to disregard the reaction of individual neurons or clusters, focusing instead on the reaction of the whole manifold/layer. If so, how would the brain go about measuring local curvature? We can only o er tentative answers: One could conceive measuring the relative acceleration of nearby geodesics, for example by waves travelling over the cortex, or measuring relative distances by comparing locally the neuronal activity, deriving the curvature from there.
Other more speculative questions would be to on how the paradigm models internal local processes, such as for example learning by a permanent warping of the manifold through repetitive inputs, temporal processing via spation-temporal lters, or inhibition/competition/cooperation through other means. 
